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Abstract
We undertake a systematic review of peer-reviewed literature to arrive at recommendations for
shaping communications about uncertainty in scientific climate-related findings. Climate
communications often report on scientific findings that contain different sources of uncertainty.
Potential users of these communications are members of the general public, as well as decision
makers and climate advisors from government, business and non-governmental institutions
worldwide. Many of these users may lack formal training in climate science or related disciplines.
We systematically review the English-language peer-reviewed empirical literature from cognitive
and behavioral sciences and related fields, which examines how users perceive communications
about uncertainty in scientific climate-related findings. We aim to summarize how users’ responses
to communications about uncertainty in scientific climate-related findings are associated with
characteristics of the decision context, including climate change consequences and types of
uncertainty as well as user characteristics, such as climate change beliefs, environmental
worldviews, political ideology, numerical skills, and others. We also aimed to identify what general
recommendations for communications about uncertainty in scientific climate-related findings can
be delineated. We find that studies of communications about uncertainty in scientific
climate-related findings substantially varied in how they operationalized uncertainty, as well as
how they measured responses. Studies mostly focused on uncertainty stemming from conflicting
information, such as diverging model estimates or experts, or from expressions of imprecision such
as ranges. Among other things, users’ understanding was improved when climate communications
about uncertainty in scientific climate-related findings were presented with explanations about
why climate information was uncertain, and when ranges were presented with lower and upper
numerical bounds. Users’ understanding also improved if they expressed stronger beliefs about
climate change, or had better numerical skills. Based on these findings, we provide emerging
recommendations on how to best present communications about uncertainty in scientific
climate-related findings; and we identify research gaps.

1. Introduction

International organizations such as the Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [1] and the
European Union’s Climate Action Program [2] have

warned that members of the general public, as well as
decision makers and climate advisors from govern-
ment, business and non-governmental institutions,
need to prepare for future climate change. To pro-
mote these users’ understanding and inform their
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decisions, climate experts provide climate projec-
tions about long-term future changes in, for example,
rainfall, or temperatures [3, 4], including associated
uncertainties.

However, communicating uncertainty in such sci-
entific climate-related findings poses potential chal-
lenges. Uncertainty about climate change can delay
public climate action [5, 6], and increase public polar-
ization about climate change [7]. To be effective,
climate policies that aim to promote mitigation or
adaptation behaviors should supplement communic-
ations about uncertainty in scientific climate-related
findings to help users understand them and make
informed decisions [8].

To evaluate whether such supplementary com-
munications are effective, they need to be empirically
tested [9, 10]. Studies from cognitive and behavioral
sciences [11, 12], or disciplines such as economics
[13] or geography [14], identify what kinds of com-
munications help to clarify uncertainty for different
users (e.g. [15–19]). These studiesmay reflect amulti-
tude of goals related to communications about uncer-
tainty in scientific climate-related findings, such as
making uncertainty easier to understand for users, or
reducing doubt and mistrust [20], and encouraging
adaptive behaviors. Here, we review studies from
cognitive and behavioral sciences and related discip-
lines, to better understand users’ responses to uncer-
tainty in scientific climate-related findings [9, 10].
Understanding these responses will help to better
design recommendations for improving communic-
ations about uncertainty in scientific climate-related
findings.

To organize our review, we use the ‘sampling
framework for uncertainty in individual environ-
mental decisions’ [21] from cognitive and behavioral
sciences, which suggests that responses to communic-
ations about uncertaintymay depend on characterist-
ics of the decision context as well as the users’ [21].

1.1. Characteristics of the decision context
The decision context includes what information is
communicated by policy makers or media outlets to
users of climate information, and how (figure 1).
Communications may report about climate change
consequences such as temperature, precipitation, sea
level rise or others. They may use numerical, verbal,
or visual presentation formats. Additionally, commu-
nications about the decision context tend to include
three sources of uncertainty [21]. The first source per-
tains to climate science’s deep uncertainty, including
ignorance [22] about climate due to ‘not knowing
what we do not know’ [23]. For example, deep uncer-
tainty includes how the climate system will respond
to increasing levels of greenhouse gas emissions and
associated changes in radiative forcing in the more
distant future [24]. Such deep uncertainty may also
reflect extremely rare events [25], which bring fur-
ther uncertainty regardingwhat losses they cause, and

which specific regions they will impact [24]. A second
source of uncertainty can occur when not all climate
variables that are potentially observable for individu-
als are known, or when those are in conflict with
each other. For example, users of climate inform-
ation may face conflicting climate variables, result-
ing from revised climate projections, or weak con-
sensus among climate experts [21, 26]. Uncertainty
may also be expressed in ranges around climate vari-
ables, reflecting incomplete or biased measures, or
random variation. A third source of uncertainty per-
tains to how well climate models describe observed
climate variables. For example,modelsmay be imper-
fect in how they predict new observations of climate-
related variables, or may include wrong relationships
between them.

1.2. Users’ characteristics
Users’ characteristics [8], may affect how users
respond to communications about uncertainty in
scientific climate-related findings (figure 1). First,
users may vary in their climate change beliefs [27],
including the extent to which they consider climate
change to be a human-caused risk with harmful
consequences or requiring individual and collective
action [28], or in their environmental worldviews,
which refer to the relationship between humans and
the environment [29]. Second, users’ political ideo-
logy may inform their responses to communica-
tions about uncertainty in scientific climate-related
findings [29–31]. Third, numerical skills reflect how
well users are able to process numerical information
[32–37]. Other user characteristics that may affect
responses to communications include climate literacy
[38], or general beliefs about science [39].

1.3. Responses to communications about
uncertainty in scientific climate-related findings
Users’ responses to communications may in part
reflect characteristics of the decision context and
the users themselves (figure 1). Users’ responses
may include their understanding of communica-
tions about uncertainty in scientific climate-related
findings [17], how they evaluate such communica-
tions [40], including for example how trustworthy,
credible, or certain they perceive communications
to be. Also, communications can inform their sub-
sequent pro-environmental intentions and behaviors
[41] (figure 1).

1.4. The current study
We report on a systematic review [42] of the inter-
disciplinary empirical literature about communicat-
ing uncertainty in scientific climate-related findings.
We include studies from cognitive and behavioral sci-
ences [11, 12], or disciplines such as economics [13]
or geography [14]. Those studies assess responses
to uncertainty (e.g. [15–19],) for users from vari-
ous backgrounds, such as members of the general
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Figure 1. Factors influencing responses to communications about uncertainty in scientific climate-related findings.
Note.We adopted elements of the ‘Sampling framework for uncertainty in individual environmental decisions’ [21] and from van
der Bles et al [20] to better understand users’ responses to uncertainty in scientific climate-related findings. In the sampling
framework, deep uncertainty is described as ‘coverage uncertainty’, uncertainty in observations as ‘observation uncertainty’ and
uncertainty in how well models describe real-world data as ‘modeling uncertainty’. Numbers in brackets refer to where findings
are described in the results section.

public, as well as decisionmakers and climate advisors
from government, business and non-governmental
institutions. Studies also examine how users’ charac-
teristics affect responses [18]. We discuss how find-
ings and emerging communication recommenda-
tions map onto the framework in figure 1, how gen-
eralizable recommendations are, and identify gaps
in the literature. Specifically, we address the three
following research questions:

(a) How do characteristics of the decision con-
text affect users’ responses to communications
about uncertainty in scientific climate-related
findings, according to studies from cognitive
and behavioral sciences and related disciplines?

(b) How do users’ characteristics affect users’
responses to communications about uncer-
tainty in scientific climate-related findings,
according to studies from cognitive and beha-
vioral sciences and related disciplines?

(c) How do findings feed into recommendations
for communications about uncertainty in sci-
entific climate-related findings?

2. Methods

All steps in this systematic review followed the ROSES
systematic review protocol [43], using the software
CADIMA [44]. These steps are described in section
S1 of the supplemental material.

2.1. Search strategy
We adopted a PICO (Population, Intervention,
Comparator, Outcome) structure for designing the

search string. We identified the words represent-
ing each of the PICO elements by conducting a
frequency analysis of words used in the titles and
abstracts in our benchmark list of 24 articles (table
S1 in supplemental Information (available online
at stacks.iop.org/ERL/16/053005/mmedia)). This
benchmark list was obtained through an initial
screening of empirical studies, as well as a consulta-
tion of team members from different disciplines. We
added several substrings to the original string, to
specify that articles should focus on communica-
tions about uncertainty in scientific climate-related
findings and on users’ responses to such uncertainty
(figure 1), as well as on English peer-reviewed articles
published after 1998. These specifications reflected
characteristics of articles from the benchmark list
(table S2). To ensure that all of the articles in the
benchmark list were found by the resulting search
string, we iteratively tested and revised it based
on searches in the database SCOPUS. Section S1
describes the search string design.

We also searched in the databases Web of Sci-
ence, and PsychINFO. These were identified at the
library database website of the University of Leeds in
the fields of Environment, Psychology, Policy, Polit-
ics and International Studies, Sociology and Social
Policy. The string and respective filters were adapted
to the formatting requirements of each of the three
databases (see table S3 in supplemental information).

The literature search was performed between July
4 and 16 2019. After removal of duplicates, the
number of identified articles was 3071 (figure 2).
Before screening the search results, we specified
the following inclusion criteria for articles: (1) Any
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Figure 2. Flow diagram of screening process, adopted from the ROSES platform for systematic reviews. Reproduced from [46].
CC BY 4.0.

reported studies should involve samples consisting of
members of the general public, or decision makers
and climate advisors from government, business and
non-governmental institutions worldwide; (2) Art-
icles should report on one or more empirical stud-
ies or reviews of empirical studies, in which users
received communications about climate change con-
sequences in numerical, verbal or visual presentation
formats, and including some form of uncertainty in

scientific climate-related findings, rather than a pre-
cise value or a probabilistic point estimate [21, 45]
(figure 1); (3) Any reported studies should randomly
assign participants to different versions of commu-
nications so as to examine the effects of specific com-
munication characteristics on users’ responses. Such
experiments may include comparisons of commu-
nications with us. without uncertainty; (4) Although
analyses of differences in users’ characteristics such as
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for example climate change beliefs or environmental
worldviews, political ideology, numerical skills or
other user characteristics (figure 1) were required for
answering research question 2, articles were included
even if these characteristics were not examined. Table
S3 lists all inclusion and exclusion criteria applied.

2.2. Study selection
Two team members (AK and SD) coded the articles
that met the selection criteria, in two rounds. In the
first round, they screened the titles and abstracts of
the 3071 identified articles, after which 136 articles
were retained. In the second round, they screened
the full texts, after which 49 articles were retained. A
consistency check on 10% of the screened titles and
abstracts [44] indicated sufficient agreement between
the two coders (Cohen’s κ = .89). We added two
relevant articles published after our initial database
search. One reported two replications of a previously
included study [47]. Another one [48] presented a re-
analysis of a previously included study [17]. Table S5
lists the final set of 51 articles, which reported on 89
studies (figure 2).

2.3. Coding of selected studies
To answer the three research questions, the two
coders coded the content of each study. This included
characteristics of the decision context, namely the
presented climate change consequence, the present-
ation format, and the source of uncertainty. This also
included characteristics of the users and how they
were measured, if at all, such as for example cli-
mate change beliefs and environmental worldviews,
political ideology, numerical skills and other user
characteristics (table S6 in supplementary informa-
tion). They took note of emerging recommendations
for communicating uncertainty in scientific climate-
related findings (table 1), regarding the presentation
of uncertainty in discussions about climate change
or reducing perceived uncertainty in users who may
be skeptical about climate [20, 27], as well as sample
descriptions. To evaluate potential limitations of
studies, the coders recorded ‘critical appraisal criteria’
such as the type of study, the recruitment strategy,
the location of the sample, and the external valid-
ity of the study materials used (table S4) [49]. No
studies were excluded based on these critical appraisal
criteria, because all studies were published in peer-
reviewed journals and had to adhere to reviewers’
methodological standards.

2.4. Analysis
Where possible, the two coders assessed how often
variables relevant for answering the three research
questions occurred. To answer research question
1, the two coders assessed characteristics of the
decision context, including climate change con-
sequences, presentation formats, and the source of
uncertainty. For answering research question 2, the

two coders assessed users’ characteristics, including
climate change beliefs and environmental world-
views, political ideology, numerical skills and oth-
ers. To answer research question 3, the two coders
extracted any recommendations provided by study
authors regarding how to present communications
about uncertainty in scientific climate-related find-
ings. They also recorded responses that were meas-
ured, including users’ understanding of communica-
tions (such as numerical estimates about climate con-
sequences), users’ evaluations of communications
(such as perceived trust or perceived uncertainty),
and users’ intentions and behaviors (such as inten-
tions to behave pro-environmentally or to implement
adaptation actions). Because studies varied substan-
tially in terms of how variables were operational-
ized, a quantitative synthesis of findings was not pos-
sible. We therefore present a qualitative narrative
synthesis [7].

3. Results

The qualitative narrative synthesis of our system-
atic review describes findings associated with the
presented climate change consequences, presentation
formats, sources of uncertainty, any assessments of
participants’ characteristics and their responses. It
also provides emerging recommendations for design-
ing communications about uncertainty in scientific
climate-related findings. The synthesis is based on
data extracted from 89 included studies (table S6
in supplemental material), and maps these onto the
framework shown in figure 1 [21].

Overall, of the 51 articles included in the sys-
tematic review, 41 (80%) report empirical stud-
ies that were conducted online or in the lab, nine
(18%) review empirical evidence on communicat-
ing uncertainty in scientific climate-related find-
ings, and one (2%) presents interviews (table S5).
A majority of articles that report empirical studies
focus on participants recruited in the Global North,
mostly Europe and the US. Exceptions include one
describing results from samples across 25 different
countries [17], one article that presents a study with
African participants [58], one article that presents a
study with Chinese participants [11], and two art-
icles that do not describe sample locations [59, 60]
(figure 3).

Only seven of the reviewed studies (8%) included
nationally representative samples of the general
public. All other studies were conducted with con-
venience samples of either policy makers or scientists
(6; 7%), of participants recruited online, or of stu-
dents (65; 83%). Recruiting small non-representative
convenience samples is unfortunately a common
practice in psychology [61–63], which compromises
the generalizability of findings [64]. We also noted
that the studie reflected different goals: Most (85%)
aimed to make uncertainty in scientific findings
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Table 1. Emerging recommendations for communications of different sources of uncertainty in scientific climate-related findings.

Recommendations addressing uncertainty in observations Goal

Conflicting information
1 To reduce users’ feelings of uncertainty, describe the broader con-

text of data variation and consensus within the discipline [50].
Decrease perceived uncertainty

2 To make users less susceptible to implicit political messages in
communications about uncertainty in scientific findings about
climate, share a warning about the potential implicit politicization
of climate messages [51].

Decrease perceived uncertainty

Ranges
3 Language used for describing ranges around climate projections

affect how those ranges are perceived.
• Describing ranges as ‘more likely to be correct’ helps users to
focus on how accurately ranges describe projected change. Wide
ranges are perceived as more, narrow ranges as less likely.

• Describing ranges as ‘more certain’ helps users to focus on how
informative ranges are regarding the amount of change [52].
Wide ranges are perceived as less, narrow ranges as more certain.

Decrease perceived uncertainty

4 To increase users’ understanding about normally distributed cli-
mate projections, include a central estimate as well as a range,
rather than only a range [53].

Improve understanding about
uncertainty

5 At the same time, be aware that negative climate change con-
sequences described as gains (‘it is 10%–30% likely that an event
will NOT occur’) may motivate users to behave in a more environ-
mentally friendly way compared to climate change consequences
described as losses (‘it is 70%–90% likely that an event will
occur’) [41].

Improve understanding about
uncertainty; motivate behavior
change

6 To facilitate users’ understanding of verbal probability expressions:
• present verbal probability expressions (such as ‘likely’) together
with their intended numerical interpretation (such as 66%–
100%’) [7, 17, 18, 54–56]

• explicitly state the lower and upper numerical bound of ranges
associated with verbal probability expressions (’66%–100%’
rather than >66%) [18]

• where possible, use positive verbal probability expressions
(‘likely’) rather than negative verbal probability expressions
(‘unlikely’) and especially avoid double negations [57].

Improve understanding about
uncertainty

7 To increase users’ understanding about ranges in a climate projec-
tion, use visual presentation formats as follows:
• present density plots [53] to show the nature of the underlying
distribution (rather than numerical ranges or boxplots)

• present boxplots which show different individual model
estimates [7].

• present maps [13] in order to decrease perceived uncertainty;
those may show temperature change in colors, and uncertainty
in patterns [7].

Improve understanding about
uncertainty; decrease perceived
uncertainty

Recommendations addressing users’ characteristics
8 To reduce opposition, doubt and skepticism about climate change

in users with a conservative political ideology, or climate skepti-
cism
• avoid emphasizing the strong scientific consensus [7] (such as
that ‘97% of scientists agree that climate change is happening’;
however see van der Linden et al [7, 31]).

• illustrate scientific findings about climate with anecdotes (such
as ’I can experience the climate change right now where I live’)
rather than more scientific evidence about climate change con-
sequences (such as ‘the evidence shows that climate change is
affecting things like skin cancer’) [7].

Reduce doubt about climate
evidence

(Continued.)
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Table 1. (Continued.)

Recommendations addressing uncertainty in observations Goal

9 Analogies from other disciplines can help users to better under-
stand the nature of uncertainty in findings about climate. For
example, a medical analogy comparing uncertainty in evidence
about global temperature rise with uncertainty in a medical dia-
gnosis can help conservatives to better understand uncertainty in
scientific findings about climate [38].

Reduce doubt about climate
evidence

Note.We did not identify any recommendations for communicating other sources of uncertainty specified in figure 1, such as deep

uncertainty, including ignorance or uncertainty about how well models describe observed climate variables. Also, recommendations are

often based on only one or a few studies and need to be interpreted with care. Specific examples appear in table 2.

Figure 3. Number of studies included in this systematic review, by country.

about climate more transparent, so as to include
uncertainty into public discussions about climate,
or to understand what shapes responses to uncer-
tainty. Others aimed to reduce perceived uncertainty
in communications about scientific, climate-related
findings, so as to increase credibility and trust, in par-
ticular from initially skeptical participants (12%).

3.1. Characteristics of the decision context
In response to research question 1, we find that
the majority of studies focused on sea level rise
and temperature, and fewer on precipitation, ice
melt and various other climate change consequences
(figure 4(a)). Numerical presentation formats were
most commonly used (figure 4(b)). Regarding
types of uncertainty, none focused on deep uncer-
tainty, including ignorance. Most studies assessed
responses to uncertainty from observations which,

according to the framework in figure 1, relate to
conflict in climate information, presented as revi-
sions of climate projections, differences between
greenhouse gas emission trajectories, or weak con-
sensus among climate experts. Studies also examined
responses to ranges, for example ranges around
central probabilistic estimates of projected climate
change consequences. None focused on modeling
uncertainty (figure 4(c)). Furthermore, some stud-
ies referred to climate information as being generally
uncertain, without specifying the source of uncer-
tainty [8, 13, 38, 65, 66–68].

Most articles described how users’ responses
vary between communication designs and strategies,
without giving a clear indication of which
variation is better. If articles indicated that one
communication design or strategy helps parti-
cipants better understanding uncertainty in scientific

7
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Figure 4. Decision contexts identified in reviewed studies including (a) climate change consequences, (b) presentation formats
and (c) different types of uncertainty.
Note.MOC: Meridional overturning circulation.
Note. Apart from communications about uncertainty in observations of climate variables, including conflicting information and
ranges, we did not find empirical studies which assessed responses to deep uncertainty, including ignorance (section 3.1.3.1), or
uncertainty about how well models describe observed climate variables (section 3.1.3.3) which are part of the framework in
figure 1. Seven studies described uncertainty in other ways or just noted that reported climate evidence is uncertain without
specifying how and why uncertainty occurred.

climate-related findings, we mention any associated
recommendations (table 1) and associated examples
(table 2).

3.1.1. Climate change consequences
Studies covered various climate change consequences,
including sea level rise [72], temperature rise [53],
precipitation [17], ice melt [12], or species change
[66] (figure 4(a); table 3).

3.1.2. Numerical, verbal and visual presentation
formats
Sources of uncertainty were communicated in three
different presentation formats (figure 1, table S5)
[20]. Numerical presentation formats provided users
with a number, such as, for example, the magnitude
of change in climate change consequences including
rainfall or sea-level rise, or a probability [11, 12, 17].
Verbal presentation formats used expressions such
as ‘likely’ to describe probabilities, or presented a
brief description of uncertainty in scientific, climate-
related findings [17]. Visual presentation formats
included graphs or pictographs for communicat-
ing information such as different climate projections
[58], or ranges around projections [59].

3.1.3. Types of uncertainty
3.1.3.1. Communications about deep uncertainty,
including ignorance
We did not identify any empirical studies assess-
ing users’ responses to communications about deep
uncertainty in scientific climate-related findings [74]
or ignorance, in either numerical, visual or verbal
presentation formats.

3.1.3.2. Communications about uncertainty in
observations
In the reviewed studies, conflicting evidence was
mostly described in numerical or verbal presenta-
tion formats, and focused either on conflicting cli-
mate projections, or on conflicts in media reports.
Studies about ranges assessed perceptions of ranges
in numerical, verbal and visual presentation formats.
Some of these studies systematically compared how
those different presentation formats improved users’
understanding.

3.1.3.2.1. Conflict
Some studies examined how participants responded
to revisions of scientific evidence, such as numer-
ical climate projections, using online convenience
sampleswith students fromNorway andUS residents.

8
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Table 2. Examples of emerging recommendations for communicating uncertainty in scientific, climate-related findings. (Note:
Numbering refers to list in table 1)

Examples of recommendations addressing uncertainty in observations

Conflict
1 Describe the broader context of data variation and consensus within the discipline ‘The ice sheet has been

retreating for the last few 1000 years, but we think the end of this retreat has come,’ said Tulland. Although
the world’s scientists agree that the Earth’s surface has warmed significantly, especially over the last sev-
eral decades, there is a far more complicated picture of Antarctica’s weather and how global warming will
materialize here. A 1991 study indicated that ice was thickening in parts of the continent, and another
study found a cooling trend since the mid-1980s in Antarctica’s harsh desert valleys. However, other
recent studies have noted a dramatic shrinkage in the continent’s three largest glaciers, losing as much
as 150 feet of thickness in the last decade. While such individual research results seem contradictory, they
cast doubt only on where and how soon global climate effects might be evident. At a major international
meeting last fall, scientists agreed that global warming is occurring and that human actions are contribut-
ing to the warming [50].

2 Share a warning about the potential implicit politicization of climate messages ‘Political issues can often be
complex, contentious, and difficult to understand. One way of making sense of these issues, and the dif-
ferent positions that one can take on an issue, is to think about the frames that structure debate about the
issue. Frames help organize facts and information. They help define what counts as a problem, diagnose
the problem’s causes, and suggest remedies for solving the problem. These ways of thinking have lots of
different parts, including stereotypes, metaphors, images, catchphrases, and other elements.
Different framings are often associated with a particular way of talking about or communicating about
an issue. In the following questions, words or phrases that might indicate different framings have been
highlighted’ [51].

Ranges
3 Describe an interval as ‘most likely to be correct’ rather than ‘conveying more uncertainty’

‘Two teams of climate scientists have made the following predictions regarding the temperature rise
by 2099. Please select the prediction that is the most likely to be correct. Team A: The temperature
will increase between 1.1 ◦C and 6.4 ◦C. Team B: The temperature will increase between 2.2 ◦C and
5.4 ◦C’ [52].

4 Describe the underlying distribution, using best estimate and range boundaries
‘If human activities are unchanged, our best estimate is a 4 degree increase in global temperature in
50 years and we are 90% confident that the increase will be between 1 and 8 degrees’ [53, 69].

6 Jointly present verbal probability expressions and numerical probability ranges, explicitly specifying upper and
lower bounds.
‘The Greenland ice sheet and other Arctic ice fields likely (60%–100% probability) contributed no more
than 4 m of the observed sea-level rise’ [7, 17, 18, 54–56, 70].

6 Use positive rather than negative verbal probability expressions
‘It is very likely that hot extremes, heatwaves, and heavy precipitation events will continue to become more
frequent’ [71].

Examples of recommendations addressing users’ characteristics
9 Use a medical analogy to idescribe causes and effects of climate change, including uncertainty

‘Imagine that Earth is a patient who has been diagnosed with a serious disease and that you are the
patient’s (Earth’s) legal guardian. Climate experts say that, as with heart disease or cancer, the symptoms
of climate change are not obvious in the early stages, but the disease is just as serious. They say that they
have run thousands of diagnostic tests over the past 50 years that show that the patient has a disease: cli-
mate change. They know that as the disease progresses, we can expect to see increased numbers of severe
symptoms (temperature and sea-level rise, damaged ecosystems, etc.). They cannot be sure that each par-
ticular symptom is due to climate change rather than some other cause, but they are very confident that
the disease is present and getting worse. They are also confident that the main causes are human activities:
fossil fuel use, the way people use land, and some other activities.
What will happen next? The scientists are certain that the disease is very hard to reverse. However, they are
not certain about how fast it will progress or where and when to expect the most serious symptoms. There
could be catastrophic results, especially in some places, but scientists are not yet confident about which
very serious outcomes to expect, or how soon.
What should be done? There are several treatments that get at the causes and can even reverse the disease,
like reducing use of fossil fuels. Other treatments do not treat causes, but they make it easier to live with
symptoms, like building sea walls to reduce flood damage. But all the options have costs and risks. You
want treatments that improve the patient’s chances at low cost and with limited side effects. You could take
a wait-and-see approach and hope that nothing serious happens, but the longer treatment is postponed,
the worse the disease will become’ [38].
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Table 3. Examples of climate change consequences included in the reviewed studies.

Climate change consequence Example

Sea level rise The Greenland ice sheet and other Arctic ice fields likely contributed no more than
4 m of the observed sea-level rise [17].

Temperature rise In 2000, Heidi Knutsen concluded that it is 60% likely that the global mean tem-
perature in year 2100 will be about 3 ◦C higher than in 2000. In her most recent
report (2013), she concludes that this temperature increase is 70% likely [72].

Precipitation It is very likely that hot extremes, heat waves, and heavy precipitation events will
continue to become more frequent [17].

Ice melt Global warming is melting the ice at both the North Pole and the South Pole. The
melting of ice leads to a rise in global sea level. Experts from the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) conducted 100 projections of the sea rise that
will be observed by the year 2100. The projections showed that by 2100, the sea
level will rise from 10 to 20 in [56].

Verbal probability expressions such as ‘likely’ which were frequently used in reviewed studies to represent numerical probability ranges

(such as ‘66%–100%’) following the uncertainty guidance note issued by the IPCC [73].

Participants were shown revised probabilities in sea-
level and temperature rise projections. They per-
ceived these revisions as upward or downward trends
[72]. Participants also displayed a ‘strength-certainty
matching’ pattern, inwhich strong certaintywas asso-
ciated with more rather than less powerful effects.
Participants from convenience samples in Norway
and the US received projections about population
change in animal species, indicating ‘a 70% prob-
ability of observing decline by at least 20%, and at
most 40% compared to the present’ [75]. When a
subsequent revision of that projection was described
as more (vs. less) certain, participants estimated not
only a higher probability of the revised projection,
but a larger decline—plus a smaller range around
projected decline. This ‘strength-certainty-matching’
pattern generalized to positive climate events as well,
such as the power production of a new wind farm
[75]. Also, revisions towards higher probabilities
(from, for example, ‘60% likely’ to ‘70% likely’) made
participants from Norway and the US feel more cer-
tain and strengthened their beliefs about climate
change, including when revisions stemmed from dif-
ferent experts at different time points, and when
experts revised divergent probabilities into the same
direction [76]. In another study, which did not frame
conflicting expert estimates explicitly as revision, an
online convenience sample of students recruited in
the US tended to report the mean between two
presented estimates [77], perhaps because these two
probabilistic estimates may have been perceived as
random data points, rather than a non-random revi-
sion of climate forecasts [72]. Another study conduc-
ted with a convenience sample of found that econom-
ists and statisticians perceived climate contrarians’
statements about actual climate data trends (‘Arctic
ice is recovering’) as misleading, compared to main-
stream statements (‘Arctic ice is shrinking’) [78]. This
also held when the climate data trends and statements
were presented as if they were about rural popula-
tion change rather than arctic ice change. Scientists
tend to deem climate contrarians’ views inaccurate

and misleading, including those that tend to appear
in online media [72].

Several studies also presented verbal descrip-
tions about conflict, such as often found in media
statements. Media statements about climate change
are often created with one of two goals: to inform
readers about opposing views [78], or to convince
readers of a certain view about climate change. Sev-
eral studies thus examined responses to conflict-
ing media reports of climate change consequences.
One study [50] found that a convenience sample
of American students was more certain about cli-
mate change after reading a news article about Ant-
arctic ice sheet thickening that elaborated on the
nature of the conflict and on past controversies in
the research field, as compared to a news article
that only described conflict between experts. The
findings imply that users may feel less uncertain, if
conflict is described in the broader context of data
variation and consensus within the discipline [50]
(Recommendation 1; table 1). Another study with
an online convenience sample of US adults found
that warning participants about implicit political
messages in communications about general uncer-
tainty in scientific findings reduced their suscept-
ibility to such messages [51] (Recommendation 2;
table 1).

3.1.3.2.2. Ranges
Several studies assessed how numerical descriptions
of ranges affected climate perceptions, including a
variety of measures such as trust, credibility, per-
ceived uncertainty or behavior change. Convenience
samples of US students and US residents recruited
through a professional online survey panel, evalu-
ated numerical ranges as more credible and accurate,
compared to precise estimates [77]. Also, when pro-
jections of climate events such as sea-level rise were
expressed as numerical ranges rather than as point
estimates, US residents recruited online via Amazon
Mechanical Turk, and a Pacific Northwest United
States weather blog site, trusted these projections
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more [79]. Students recruited in Norway and the UK,
and US residents recruited online, tended to perceive
wider ranges about temperature and sea-level rise as
more likely but also as less certain when compared
to narrow ranges, leading to a preference for nar-
rower ranges in communications of uncertainty [33,
52] Describing ranges as ‘more likely to be correct’
helps users to focus on how accurately they describe
projected change, describing ranges as ‘more cetain’
helps users to focus on how informative they are
(Recommendation 3; table 1). Only one study invest-
igated how a range accompanied by different stat-
istical estimates shaped responses to the communic-
ated data. Here, US participants recruited from a uni-
versity research panel were more likely to perceive
data as normally distributed if a provided range about
temperature change included a central estimate [53]
(Recommendation 4; table 1).

Several studies assessed how verbal presentation
formats for ranges shape how participants perceived
communicated climate information. Slight variations
in verbal descriptions implicitly shape listeners’ pref-
erences, and are chosen by speakers to express their
point of reference [80]. For example, in three exper-
iments conducted with Norwegian students and
online convenience samples of US residents, describ-
ing the likelihood of La Niña as being ‘less than 70%’
rather than ‘more than 30%’ guided participants’
attention more towards the non-occurrence than the
occurrence of La Niña [81]. In another conveni-
ence sample of US residents recruited online, parti-
cipants perceived climate projections about precipit-
ation as more severe when those were described as
‘as high as 32%’ rather than ‘unlikely to be higher
than 32%’ [54]. When receiving a graph of a probab-
ilistic distribution of climate variables, US residents
and Norwegian students gave much higher estim-
ates when asked to indicate what values the variables
‘can’ take rather than ‘will’ take [82]. In a conveni-
ence sample of UK students, projections of negative
climate events described as being ‘70%–90% likely’
(vs. ‘80% likely’) led to perceptions that the students’
own actions towards reducing emissions would be
relatively less efficient. When these same projections
indicated events to be ‘10%–30% likely’ (vs. ‘20%
likely’) to not happen’ participants perceived their
own actions as relatively more efficient [41]. This
implies that describing uncertain climate projections
about potential damages as gains (‘it is 10%–30%
likely that an event will NOT occur’) rather than as
losses (‘it is 70%–90% likely that an event will occur’)
can motivate behavior change [41] (Recommenda-
tion 5; table 1).

Several studies systematically compared numer-
ical with verbal presentation formats for ranges.
Guidance notes for communicating uncertainty, such
as the one by the IPCC [73], suggest that climate
experts use so-called ‘verbal probability expressions’
to communicate ranges of quantitative probability

estimates. For example, the IPCC guidance note spe-
cifies that the verbal probability expression ‘likely’
should be used to reflect the range ‘66%–100%’.
Because verbal probability expressions are used in
global reports such as those of the IPCC, as well as the
Intergovernmental Panel on Biodiversity, it is import-
ant that users understand what these mean.

However, verbal presentation formats may leave
room for disagreement [83], because their semantic
structure may convey more information than just a
numerical probability [84]. Users’ interpretations of
verbal probability expressions tended to vary more
than users’ interpretations of the equivalent numer-
ical probability ranges (as suggested by the IPCC
guidance note), or a combination of both, when
these were presented within projections of increas-
ing sea-level rise and temperatures. This finding
held across samples (for which recruitment strategies
were unspecified) in Australia, the US, Asia, Europe
and South Africa [17, 48], representative samples
recruited in the US [7, 55], undergraduate students
from the US [85], South African residents [17] and
people living in China and the UK [11]. A sim-
ilar study found that this variation was stronger
for Chinese than for UK samples [11]. Moreover,
UK and US students, as well as participants of the
2009 Ninth Conference of the Parties of the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
[60], reported higher numerical interpretations of
verbal probability expressions when those expres-
sions described relatively more severe climate pro-
jections about temperature, precipitation and ice
melt [12, 85].

Another study gave a graph of a probabilistic dis-
tribution for projected amount of sea-level rise to
a convenience sample of US residents. The parti-
cipants expected more extreme sea-level rise if they
were asked to complete the sentence with the verbal
expression ‘it is “unlikely” that sea level will rise
… inches’ than if they were asked to complete the
sentence with either the numerical range that the
IPCC guidance deems equivalent such as ‘There is
a probability between 10% and 33% that the sea
level will rise … inches’, or a sentence that combined
both (‘It is unlikely (probability between 10% and
33%) that the sea level will rise … inches.’) [56].
In a study with an online convenience sample of
US residents, estimated ranges around the probabil-
ity of sea-level and temperature rise projections were
more accurate when verbal probability expressions
were presented with lower and upper bounds of the
associated numerical range (‘0%–33%’), rather than
only one bound (‘<33%’) [18]. Also, a re-analysis
of answers from samples recruited in 25 countries
worldwide [17] revealed that positive verbal probab-
ility expressions (such as ‘likely’) led to more accur-
ate and less dispersed numerical estimates than negat-
ive verbal probability expressions (such as ‘unlikely’).
Confusion about the latter was exacerbated when
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using double negatives (referring to it being unlikely
for an event to not occur) [57]. Findings from
this series of studies suggest that communications
that involve the IPCC’s suggested verbal probabil-
ity expressions can be improved by presenting the
intended numerical range [17], including the lower
and upper bound of the range [18], by using positive
rather than negative verbal probability expressions,
and by avoiding double negations [57] (Recommend-
ation 6; table 1).

Finally, visual presentation formats can help users
to better understand proportions, or the magnitude
of communicated differences in scientific findings
[86]. They can also help them to understand uncer-
tainty in scientific climate-related findings, or make
themmore certain about climate change [13]. Several
studies examined participants’ responses to a wide
array of visual presentation formats about ranges.
Studies presented either probabilistic ranges around
individual model estimates, or estimates from differ-
ent climate models [59]. These studies substantially
varied in how they measured participants’ responses.

Several studies assessed whether and how visual
presentation formats improved actual or perceived
understanding. Participants recruited via a US uni-
versity research panel understood the shape of an
underlying statistical distribution better when it was
displayed in a density plot, as compared to numerical
ranges or box plots [53] (figure 5(a)). Climate
policy makers who participated in the Conference
of the Parties 2009 [69] estimated future temper-
ature change more accurately when they received
boxplots that included individual model estimates
instead of simple boxplots (figure 5(b)). However,
this finding did not replicate in a convenience sample
of European students [69]. Maps that used colors
to display temperature change, and used patterns to
display associated uncertainty (figure 5(c)), helped
an online convenience sample of US residents to
understand how climate change will affect temper-
ature [65]. In an interview study [59], policy makers
who represented the target audience of IPCC reports,
were shown an IPCC line graph showing projec-
ted temperature increases under different greenhouse
gas emission scenarios, including ranges around
model projections. Novice participants in particular
struggled to understand uncertainty from different
greenhouse gas emission scenarios, and often con-
flated it with uncertainty around model estimates.

Several studies assessed how participants evalu-
ated different visual presentation formats for com-
municating uncertainty in scientific findings about
climate. Climate practitioners seemed to prefer
formats that show the underlying distribution of data
over those which do not do so. This was shown with
users of a UK-based greenhouse gas inventory [87],
UK andGerman climate adaptation practitioners [40,
88] and African climate decisionmakers (figure 5(d))
[58]. Together, these findings suggest that users’

understanding and use of climate data may be
improved through visual presentation formats such as
density plots, boxplots, and maps (Recommendation
7; table 1).

3.1.3.3. Communications about uncertainty how well
models describe observed climate variables
We did not identify studies assessing responses to
uncertainty stemming from differences between cli-
mate models and observations of climate variables,
in either numerical, verbal or visual presentation
formats. One review did identify general approaches
for communicating uncertainty about howwell mod-
els describe observed climate variables [89].

3.2. Users’ characteristics
In response to research question 2, we find that stud-
ies tended to focus on climate change beliefs, as well
as environmental worldviews, political ideology, and
numerical skills (figure 6). Other user characteristics
were also included, such as climate literacy, or general
perceptions of science.

3.2.1. Climate change beliefs and environmental
worldviews
Climate change beliefs may act as ‘filters’ that affect
how users interpret climate information (figure 1);
and that encourage them to search for informa-
tion that confirms their existing beliefs—which is
also called ‘motivated reasoning’ [90]. One com-
monly used scale of climate change beliefs [28] meas-
ures, among other things, how much participants
agree that climate change is actually happening,
whether this change has human causes and seri-
ous consequences, and whether participants have the
self-efficacy and intentions to change their behavi-
ors. Across 25 different countries, participants with
stronger climate change beliefs as assessed on this
scale gave more accurate probabilistic interpretations
of verbal probability expressions such as ‘likely’
or ‘unlikely’ when presented as part of climate
projections about sea-level and temperature rise
[7, 17]. However, no such relationship between per-
ceptions of probability ranges and climate change
beliefs was shown in other studies with convenience
samples of US and European students and residents
[33, 52, 55, 56, 77, 82].

A related scale of climate change beliefs asks
participants how much they agree with more gen-
eral statements such as ‘I am certain that climate
changes occur’, or ‘Claims about human activity caus-
ing climate change are exaggerated’ [82]. Among an
online convenience sample of Norwegian students,
responses on this scale were positively associated with
probabilistic estimates about, for example, future
grain yields impacted by climate change [72, 76]. This
was, however, not the case for an online convenience
sample of US residents presented with temperature
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Figure 5. Examples of visual presentation formats in reviewed studies.
Note. Visual presentation formats were adapted from previous research (a) [53] John Wiley & Sons. © 2015 Society for Risk
Analysis; (b) was designed by the authors, based on Bosetti et al [58]; (c) [13] Copyright © 2019 by SAGE Publications; (d) [69]
Copyright © 2015, Elsevier.

change projections [82]. In some studies with sim-
ilar samples, climate change beliefs were positively
associated with how experts providing such uncertain
estimates were evaluated [75]. However, that finding
has not been consistent [76].

Another scale [91] asks participants to rate their
agreement with statements such as, ‘Claims that
human activities are changing the climate are exag-
gerated’. One study [92] presented newspaper edit-
orials about conflicting information to a conveni-
ence sample of UK students. Self-identified climate
skeptics reported greater skepticism if the editorial
described political conflict (e.g. ‘US politicians are
committing treason against the planet’, and ‘Why are
environmentalists exaggerating claims about climate

change?’) instead of scientific conflict (e.g. ‘We are
as certain about climate change as we are about
anything’, and ‘If we cannot predict the weather,
how can we predict the climate?’). Thus, commu-
nications which align messages with users’ pre-
conceptions about science [92] may reduce climate
change skepticism.

Other studies included measures of environ-
mental worldviews such as the ‘New Ecological
Paradigm’ scale [29]. An example item on this scale
asks participants how much they agree with state-
ments such as, ‘When humans interfere with nature
it often produces disastrous consequences’ [29].
Among participants recruited from a US university
community, stronger environmental worldviews
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Figure 6. User characteristics identified in reviewed studies.

were associated with reporting somewhat higher
probability estimates of climate events such as heat
waves, sea-level rise or ocean currents [55]. Studies
with US students found that environmental world-
views were associated with perceiving greater cer-
tainty in scientific findings about sea-level rise [50],
as well as with perceiving experts as more trustworthy
and competent, and expressing more worry about
climate change [75]. Overall, convenience samples of
US residents who expressed environmental world-
views perceived the potential financial and health
consequences of climate change as more severe [54].
UK students with environmental worldviews were
less skeptical about climate change, and more willing
to support mitigation behaviors [92]. Except for one
study including samples of US residents and UK stu-
dents [56], findings thus suggest that users’ climate
change beliefs and environmental worldviews shape
how communications about uncertainty in scientific
climate-related findings are perceived [20].

3.2.2. Political ideology
Political ideology or party affiliation is typically
assessed by asking questions such as ‘How politically
conservative are you?’ [93, 94]. Studies that examined
the role of political ideology tended to involveUS par-
ticipants, who were asked whether they identified as
‘Democrat’ or ‘Republican’ [54, 93]. Political ideo-
logy is a characteristic that affects users’ responses
to communications about uncertainty in scientific
climate-related findings [30] (figure 1). In US con-
venience online samples, Republicans tended to per-
ceive climate change as less severe than Democrats
[13]. They also expressed less trust and less con-
cern about uncertain temperature and sea-level rise
forecasts 79]. In UK undergraduate students, political

ideology was unrelated to skepticism about climate
change [92].

When receiving communications about uncer-
tainty in scientific climate-related findings, US
Republicans whoweremore likely to question climate
change showed ‘reactance’ to statements about the
strong scientific consensus regarding human-made
climate change (such as ‘97% of climate scientists
have concluded that human-caused climate change
is happening’)—that is, they felt more pressured,
manipulated and forced to adopt a certain opinion
(Recommendation 8, table 1), In its psychological
usage, ‘reactance’ refers to individuals rejecting com-
municated information, often because they feel pres-
sured or threatened by it [95]) [93]. Polssibly, US
Republicans question the scientific consensus [96].
This stands in contrast to previous studies showing
that across participants with different political views,
perceived scientific consensus drives acceptance of
science [31, 96]. Several studies with convenience
samples including US residents also explored how
to overcome political ideology by varying message
content. US conservatives responded more strongly
to newspaper articles about health impacts of cli-
mate change when those were accompanied by reader
comments sharing anecdotal evidence rather than
scientific evidence about climate change [94]. Also,
highlighting how language (or ‘verbal frames’) shapes
views onto complex issues such as climate in a very
subtle way, made US conservatives less susceptible
to such frames [51]. If added to verbal commu-
nications about generally uncertain climate to US
residents, maps (such as figure 5(c)) reduced doubt
about whether climate change is happening [13].
Thus, with conservative audiences, reactance and
doubt may be reduced by avoiding references to the
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scientific consensus, and perceived uncertainty may
be reduced by presenting anecdotal evidence rather
than scientific evidence (Recommendation 8; table
1). Some studies controlled for political ideology by
including it as a covariate in the reported statistical
analysis [17, 18].

A climate communication augmented with an
analogy that described the earth as a patient who was
getting worse but for whom the timing and serious-
ness of symptoms was unclear, helped a US conveni-
ence sample (and especially self-described conservat-
ives) to understand communications about general
uncertainty in scientific climate-related findings, and
strengthened their beliefs that climate change is hap-
pening. Analogies comparing climate change to dis-
aster preparedness or a court trial were less effective
[38]. Thus, to capture users’ attention, analogies need
to be chosen with care—and medical analogies may
help conservatives to better understand communic-
ations about uncertainty in scientific climate-related
findings [38] (Recommendation 9; table 1). Because
these studies were conducted with US convenience
samples, less is known about how political ideology
influences responses outside the US.

3.2.3. Numerical skills
‘Numeracy’ is the ability to process basic probabil-
ity and numerical concepts [97]. Numerical skills can
help users to better understand financial and health
risks [32]. An example question used to determine
numerical skills asks, ‘Imagine we are throwing a
five-sided die 50 times. On average, out of these 50
throws how many times would this five-sided die
show an odd number (1, 3 or 5)?’, with the correct
answer being 30 out of 50 throws [32]. Several studies
included numerical skills as a covariate when analyz-
ing responses to communications about uncertainty
in scientific climate-related findings by users located
in the US [7, 17, 18, 77] and 25 different countries
worldwide [17]. Overall, more numerate participants
who also had stronger environmental worldviews ten-
ded to perceive climate change consequences as more
severe [54].

Studies with online samples of US residents found
that participants with higher numeracy were more
likely to interpret ranges in line with the numbers
the IPCC intends to communicate with those expres-
sions. This included verbal probability expressions
about ranges around climate projections pertaining
to, for example, temperature and sea-level rise [7].
Convenience samples of UK students and US res-
idents were also more likely to accurately interpret
wider intervals around climate variables as more
likely to be correctand less precise [52]. More numer-
ate US residents were also confident in wider rather
thannarrower intervals [33]. Participants drawn from
a university research panel who were relatively more
numerate were more likely to assume that ranges
reflected a uniform distribution [53].

3.2.4. Other user characteristics
Studies also assessed climate literacy, perceptions of
science, the motivation to think hard about com-
plex problems, and professional background of parti-
cipants. One study found that UK students who were
told that scientific questions may sometimes have
more than one true answer perceived uncertainty
expressed as probabilistic ranges or conflict between
expertsmore persuasive, compared to their peers who
were told that science is a search for the true answer
[39]. Achieving alignment between (a) users’ beliefs
about the nature of science and (b) the style of the
scientific messages, may thus prevent negative effects
of uncertain communications on users’ confidence
in climate communications [39]. We acknowledge,
however, that this study may not have reflected vari-
ation among aims and underlying goals of scientific
research across disciplines.

Two articles [47, 94] reported on measures of
‘Need for Cognition’, or participants’ motivation to
think hard about complex problems. Example items
ask participants to identify how much they agree
with statements such as ‘Thinking about complex
problems is not my idea of fun’ [98]. Among con-
servatives (but not liberals) in a US online conveni-
ence sample, lower need for cognition was associated
with reporting less certainty about anecdotal evidence
regarding, for example, the health consequences of
heat waves [94].

Users’ expertise and professional background
inform their responses to uncertainty in scientific
findings about climate [8, 68, 99]. Their responses
may reflect the types of climate-related decisions they
make, and how familiar they are with specific cli-
mate projections. Practitioners who focus on cli-
mate change adaptation in Africa expected a stronger
decline in rainfall in Africa, and were more confid-
ent about their interpretations of graphs displaying
rainfall projections, compared to practitioners whose
work does not focus on Africa [58]. Furthermore,
African practitioners working for governmental insti-
tutions trusted scientific information more, com-
pared to practitioners from other continents [58]. A
review including studies with various samples sug-
gests that participants with less expertise in map use
and floodplain mapping were more likely to underes-
timate risks associated with sea-level rise [14]. Over-
all, preferences for seeing how data within a range
are distributed was more common among scientists
than among decision makers from industry, as well
as among individuals who were more knowledgeable
about statistics [87, 88].

4. Discussion

Projections about future climate change are often
uncertain, which may pose potential communication
challenges. To identify how to develop effective
communications, we systematically reviewed an
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emerging field of research, namely studies published
in the peer-reviewed English-language literature in
cognitive and behavioral sciences and related discip-
lines. Those studies assessed howpotential users, such
as members of the general public, decision makers
and climate advisors from government, business and
non-governmental institutions worldwide respond
to communications about uncertainty in scientific
climate-related findings. Wemapped studies onto the
sampling framework for uncertainty in individual
environmental decisions [21] which posits that users’
responses to climate communications will depend
on the characteristics of the decision context as well
as the users themselves (figure 1). We also identi-
fied emerging evidence-based recommendations that
result from this literature (table 1).

Our systematic review uncovers that research
about communicating uncertainty in scientific
climate-related findings is in its early stages. Studies
lacked consistency in terms of how they opera-
tionalized the characteristics of the decision con-
text, including climate change consequences studied,
presentation formats, how sources of uncertainty
were conceptualized, as well as the users’ character-
istics including their climate change beliefs and envir-
onmental worldviews, political ideology, numer-
ical skills and others. They also varied in terms of
how they measured the users’ responses, including
their understanding of communications, how they
evaluated communications, and what their inten-
tions and behaviors were. Future studies need to
draw on established frameworks for communicat-
ing uncertainty in scientific, climate-related find-
ings. This would facilitate a more systematic under-
standing of how users respond to communica-
tions about different sources of uncertainty [21].
This would also help to improve the social science
needed to make evidence-based recommendations
about how to effectively communicate uncertainty
in scientific, climate-related findings. Our liter-
ature review identified several avenues for future
research.

First, studies presented communications about
a large range of climate change consequences,
presented in different numerical [17, 55, 70, 82],
visual [5, 13, 40, 47, 53, 58, 69, 83] or verbal
[11, 12, 17, 18, 55, 57, 70] formats.

Second, studies mainly focused on communicat-
ing uncertainty in observations, namely conflict and
ranges. We did not find studies that examined other
sources of uncertainty described in the sampling
framework for uncertainty in individual environ-
mental decisions and in other classifications of uncer-
tainty [21]. For example, studies have not focused
on how to best communicate deep uncertainty [22]
due to poorly known processes [21, 100], a lack of
information [101], ‘known unknowns’ or ‘unknown
unknowns’ [23], or variables for which the direction
of change but not the magnitude is known [73].

They also did not cover uncertainty which may res-
ult from imperfect models for describing real-world
observations [21]. Adopting frameworks such as the
sampling framework for uncertainty in individual
environmental decisions [21] will help to understand
which sources of uncertainty have, and which ones
have not, been studied to date.

Third, we found that studies conceptualized con-
flict and ranges differently. Conflict was conceptual-
ized as resulting from revised forecasts from different
sources [76], a lack of scientific consensus [27], or dis-
agreements between different greenhouse gas emis-
sions trajectories [59], or different media statements
[92]. Ranges were presented as occurring around pro-
jected change in climate change consequences such as
temperature or sea-level rise, or as probability ranges
indicating likelihood of such change. Several studies
presented ranges around a central estimate, repres-
enting e.g. a confidence interval [53], or a range of
model estimates [58].

Fourth, studies substantially varied regarding
how they measured users’ characteristics. As a result,
any variations in findings were difficult to compare,
because they may have been due to methodological
differences. Most of the studies focused on samples
in the Global North, which may have precluded gen-
eralizations to users in the Global South. Also, being
‘conservative’, may affect responses to scientific find-
ings in users from the US, but it is less clear how
political ideology is associated with perceptions of
users in other countries. Also, while studies often
controlled for gender, we did not find any studies
that examined how gender affects responses to com-
munications about uncertainty in scientific climate-
related findings. Those perceptions may also vary per
country, or with differences in ethnic background
[102], culture [27], language [11], or political ideo-
logy. Studies looking at these characteristics need to
include samples that are large enough and represent-
ative in terms of demographics and other user char-
acteristics. Ideally, studies are also pre-registered so as
to avoid publication bias or omitted reporting of non-
significant results [63].

Fifth, studies used a wide range of different meas-
ures to assess users’ responses to communications,
including understanding [17], trust [58], perceived
credibility and certainty [94], and intentions [41]
(table S5). Remarkably, we did not identify stud-
ies that assessed whether communications motivated
actual behavior change. Because it is important to
understand when and how individuals adapt to a rap-
idly changing climate, we suggest that future stud-
ies also include measures of relevant behaviors [103].
These need to reflect the types of decisions climate
comunications seek to inform [8].

Finally, we summarized reviewed findings into
emerging recommendations on how to design
communications about uncertainty in scientific
climate-related findings. Recommendations aim at
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improving users’ understanding and increasing their
engagement when presented with communications
about uncertainty in scientific climate-related find-
ings. These recommendations may represent a step
towards evidence-based communications of uncer-
tainty in scientific findings about climate. They
reflect, however, the variability across reviewed stud-
ies and thus need to be interpreted with care. Also,
they are often based on single studies recruited with
convenience samples that are not representative of
the intended populations, and may have limited data
quality [62, 104]. These recommendations thus need
to be empirically tested with representative samples
and across countries in order to ensure replicability
and generalizability. To our knowledge, one author
team tried to (unsuccessfully) replicate previous find-
ings about responses to uncertainty in scientific find-
ings about climate [47]. Another team did rigor-
ously test communications of probabilistic ranges,
including different presentation formats, and a broad
range of samples (Recommendation 6, table 1). We
suggestthat future studies test other emerging recom-
mendations identified in this systematic review in
similarly rigorous ways. This will help in identify-
ing what works and what does not for communic-
ating different sources of uncertainty in scientific,
climate-related findings. Recommendations will then
potentially complement more general guidelines
for communications about uncertainty in scientific
climate-related findings [15].

Our literature review also uncovered implica-
tions for policy-making regarding uncertainty in
scientific findings about climate. Authors sugges-
ted first that uncertainty should be communicated
within a ‘deliberative democratic dialogue’ [27, 99]
rather thanmerely ‘educating’ public audiences about
climate change. Such a dialogue potentially pre-
vents scientists from being seen as politicians enga-
ging in persuasion [27]. Authors also stated that
communicating uncertainty should involve acknow-
ledging diversity in the audience’s viewpoints [27].
Second, authors pointed to the importance of devel-
oping communications that address users’ inform-
ational needs [14, 27, 38, 40, 88], while considering
how users understand and interpret the presen-
ted information [27]. Developing effective mes-
sages therefore involves actively seeking feedback
from users by assessing how communications are
best understood [40, 45, 46, 58, 59, 73]. Also, climate
communications should be adjusted to users’ per-
sonal contexts, including the climate-related costs,
consequences, and solutions that will be relevant for
them [68, 83]. Third, the effectiveness of communic-
ating uncertainty in scientific findings about climate
on users’ understanding and subsequent behavior
needs to be tested. Such testing needs to involve rig-
orous experimental methods from social sciences, to
identify the most effective communication strategies
and designs, and to determine what works well

for different users [8, 40, 48, 53, 69, 74, 88]. Given
that behavioral responses to climate communica-
tions may require informed decisions that depend on
decision contexts and users’ characteristics, transpar-
ent communications are likely more important than
‘nudging’ [105]. Empirical testing of messages will
facilitate mutual learning about what is known with
confidence, regarding uncertainty in scientific find-
ings about climate and users’ responses.
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